
 
 

THE IMPACT OF ‘CHECK 21’ ON CHECKS AND CHECKING
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Check 21, the check truncation act, went into effect in October 2004. The law allows banks to 
truncate checks, turning a traditional check into a digital check prior to further negotiation, 
processing, or presentment.  This seemingly simple change in the law could have wide-ranging 
effects on the issuers of checks, the payees of checks, and the banks. This paper will briefly 
highlight the legal underpinnings, the impact and the implications of this recently implemented 
law. It will also provide one opinion as to its long-term effect on checking and the banking 
industry.  

 
 

II.  THE CHECK CLEARING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY ACT 
 

In October of 2003, Congress passed Public Law 108-100, the Check Clearing for the 21st 
Century Act2, also known as Check 21.  President Bush signed the act into law on October 28, 
2003, and the law became effective as of October 28, 2004.3  Despite the title attached to this 
statute, the primary thrust of the law is not to directly affect check clearing. Rather it is to 
implement check truncation.  The implementation of check truncation is expected to speed the 
check clearing process, moving checks through the system quicker and more securely while 
making funds available sooner for the bank or banks that handle the check before its final 
acceptance and payment by the drawee bank. This benefit to the banks involved in the process has 
a counterpoint: the potential detriment to the issuer of the check due to the fact that his or her 
account will be debited more quickly due to the increased speed of the check clearing process. To 
put it more simply, the issuer of the check (the drawer) will find that he or she has much less 
“float,” possibly increasing the likelihood of having the check refused (dishonored) by the drawee 
bank due to non-sufficient funds in the account. This, in turn, will likely result in more service 
charges assessed against the drawer of the check. 

To truncate literally means “to shorten by or as if by cutting off,”4 or “to make something 
shorter or briefer, especially by removing the end of it.”5 When we speak of check truncation, we 
are not speaking of cutting the end off of a check, but we are speaking of shortening the processing 
method. According to the definition of “truncate” in the statute itself: 
 

The term “truncate” means to remove an original paper check from the check 
collection process and send to a recipient, in lieu of such original paper check, 
a substitute check (including data taken from the MICR line of the original 
check or an electronic image of the original check), whether with or without 
subsequent delivery of the original paper check.6 
 

The desire by Congress to implement check truncation is not recent. In fact, Congress has 
been interested in encouraging check truncation since at least 1987, if not earlier. In 1987 Congress 
passed the Expedited Funds Availability Act,7 a statute that provided mandatory guidelines for 
                                                 
1 Professor of Business Law, Radford University, Radford, VA. 
2 12 U.S.C. §§ 5001 et seq. 
3 “Check Truncation (‘Check 21’),” Association for Financial Professionals at 
http://www.afponline.org/pub/gr/i_checktrunc.html (last visited March 21, 2005). Author retains copies. 
4 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary at http://www.m-w.com/ (last visited March 21, 2005). 
5 Cambridge Dictionaries at http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ (last visited March 21, 2005). 
6 12 USC § 5002 3 (18). 
7 12 U.S.C.A §§ 4000 et seq. 
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when funds deposited by a bank customer must be made available to the customer.  In that act, 
Congress directed the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to consider establishing 
regulations for Federal Reserve banks and other depository institutions to provide for check 
truncation as a means of improving the check processing system.8  In fact, the Expedited Funds 
Availability Act provided the Board of Governors with the authority to regulate all aspects of the 
check payment system.9  From this basis, Check 21 expanded the Board’s authority when it 
“directed that the exercise of such authority by the Board superseded any State law, including the 
Uniform Commercial Code, as in effect in any State.”10  

Check 21 has three stated objectives, or purposes: to facilitate check truncation by authorizing 
substitute checks; to foster innovation in the check collection system without mandating receipt of 
checks in electronic form; and to improve the overall efficiency of the nation’s payments system.11  
Thus, the law is designed to facilitate check truncation by encouraging the use of substitute checks, 
but it is to do so without mandating that any party must accept a truncated check in electronic 
form. 

 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF CHECK 21: TRUNCATION 
 

What is check truncation? “When a check is ‘truncated,’ that means an image is created from 
the original paper check and the original paper check is then removed from the check collection or 
return process.”12 The bank that truncates a check can do one of two things: it can make a 
substitute paper check and send it to the next recipient in the check collection system, or it can 
send an electronic image of the original check to the next bank in place of the original paper check. 
Obviously, there would be little if any saving in time or money for the truncating bank if it were to 
remove a paper check from circulation, only to replace it with a substitute paper check that would 
be handled and processed in the same manner as the original paper check. Thus, the expectation is 
that the original paper check will be truncated – removed from the collection or return process – 
and replaced by an electronic image of the check. This electronic image of the check can then be 
forwarded digitally in a virtually instantaneous manner, with resulting savings in both time and 
money for the bank. In processing this electronic image there would be no need for anyone to 
physically handle a check, nor would there be any need to physically transport this image in the 
traditional manner by which paper checks are transported. In addition, there will be less likelihood 
of posting errors as the electronic image moves through the system to the drawee (the paying bank, 
the bank of the check writer) bank. The drawee bank will then “return” the check to its customer, 
assuming that the check was honored, by including a digital image of the original check on the 
customer’s statement, or by showing the check number and amount on the statement if the 
customer no longer receives his or her cancelled items with the statement. (According to the 
American Banking Association, 59% of consumers no longer receive their cancelled checks in 
their statements.13) 

Suppose, however, that one of the banks involved in the processing system does not want to 
work with the electronic image that results after a check is truncated. That bank may demand the 
production of a substitute check. In this event, the bank sending the item must provide a substitute 
check, which is defined as “a paper reproduction of the original check. To qualify as a substitute 
check, the reproduction must: 
 

                                                 
8 12 U.S.C. § 4008 (b)(2). 
9 12 U.S.C. § 4008 (c). 
10 12 U.S.C. § 4007. 
11 12 U.S.C. § 5001 (b) (1) (2) and (3). 
12 Mary Beth Guard, Check 21: The Basics and More, (May 24, 2004), BankersOnline.com at 
http://www.bankersonline.com (last visited March 21, 2005). Author retains copies. 
13 Liz Pulliam Weston, Your Checkbook Just Became Obsolete, MSN Money, at 
http://www.moneycentral.msn.com/content/Banking/Betterbanking/P90617.asp (last visited March 21, 2005). 
Author retains copies.  
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• contain an image of the front and back of the original check; 
• bear a MICR line containing all the information appearing on the MICR 

line of the original check; 
• conform, in paper stock, dimension, and otherwise, with generally 

applicable industry standards for substitute checks; and 
• be suitable for automated processing in the same manner as the original 

check.”14 
 

While the law does not mandate that a substitute check must be used, it does provide that “a 
person may deposit, present, or send for collection or return a substitute check without an 
agreement with the recipient…”15 (emphasis added).  This means that a party wishing to truncate a 
check may do so without seeking approval or permission from the drawer of the check or from any 
prior holder of the check. Further, the law provides that any such substitute check is the legal 
equivalent of the original check for all purposes, under any provisions of any federal or state laws, 
and this applies to every person affected by the check or its substitute, provided that: 

 
a.  The substitute check accurately represents all of the information on the 

original check, both front and back, as of the time of truncation, and, 
b.  That the substitute check bears the legend: “This is a legal copy of your 

check. You can use it the same way as you would use the original check.”16  
 

These provisions, combined with the language of the statute itself, provide an interesting 
situation. Check 21 specifically grants the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Board the 
authority to regulate the “payment system,” including the receipt, payment, and clearing of checks 
and any related functions, and “(b) directed that the exercise of such authority by the Board 
superseded any State law, including the Uniform Commercial Code, as in effect in any State.”17  
Since a substitute check is the legal equivalent of a traditional paper check, this means that a 
substitute check is, presumably, a negotiable instrument. And while a substitute check is, by 
definition, “in writing,” it is not “signed” by the drawer, as the term signed is defined in the UCC.18  
While the implications of this change have yet to be addressed by the courts, this new statute may 
well have a significant impact on commercial law as well as on commerce. 

 
 

\IV.  THE IMPACT OF CHECK 21 
 

It is reasonable to expect that Check 21 will have an impact on each of three groups: banks, 
businesses, and consumers. While the impact on each group will obviously be different, each of the 
impacts is likely to be financially significant. 

Banks will undoubtedly be impacted the most, and in a generally positive manner. Instead of 
transporting checks from a depository bank, often by means of a courier, the digital image of the 
check can be “transported” virtually instantaneously. This will result in saving time, frequently a 
matter of days, and in saving money. Instead of paying to have the traditional paper checks packed, 
bundled, and carried, the digital image will be electronically zipped to the next bank in the 
processing chain. The nonprofit Consumers Union estimates that banks will save as much as $2 
billion a year to start.19 Since it is generally conceded that some banks will not make the change to 
truncation immediately, and that “most banks will operate both paper and image systems for years 

                                                 
14 Mary Beth Guard, supra, note 9. 
15 12 U.S.C. § 5003 (a). 
16 12 U.S.C. § 5003 (b) (1) and (2). 
17 12 U.S.C. § 5001 (a)(2)(B). 
18 UCC § 1-201(39), [any symbol executed or adopted by a party to authenticate a writing]. 
19 Bob Sullivan, A New Era in Banking Begins, (October 28, 2004), MSNBC.com at 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/5880440/ (last visited March 21, 2005). Author retains copies. 
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to come,”20 it is apparent that even greater savings can be anticipated in the future as more banks 
make the transition to using digital images and fewer paper checks move through the entire 
process. 

However, all is not rosy for the banks. Some banks will also face a negative financial impact, 
at least potentially. If a bank receives a digital image from a correspondent bank, and the next bank 
in the chain insists on receiving a substitute check rather than a digital image, the bank in 
possession of the digital image will be required to produce and forward a substitute check rather 
than the digital image it had received.  The production and transportation of such a substitute check 
will carry expenses that must be borne by someone, and the bank that is forced to provide the 
substitute check is unlikely to be willing to bear this expense. Thus, one can assume that a fee will 
be charged for the production and transportation of the substitute check. Banks that have not yet 
been equipped to handle digital images, or that choose not to handle such images, can expect 
increased charges and costs being imposed on them if they continue to insist on processing paper 
images rather than electronic or digital ones. Of course, this is also likely to encourage such banks 
to make the transition to handling digital images much quicker than they otherwise might have 
considered. 

Other businesses besides banks can also expect some potential financial impact from this law 
and the changes contained therein. For these businesses the financial implications are likely to be 
twofold: an increase in the number of checks received that are dishonored by the banks, at least 
initially; and a need to keep a larger cash balance on deposit with their banks in order to avoid 
issuing checks dishonored upon presentment. The danger of an increase in the number of checks 
received and deposited that will be dishonored is tied, at least to some degree, to the number of 
non-commercial customers with whom the business deals. The Consumers Union estimates that as 
many as seven million additional checks will be written each month that will result in either 
overdraft charges or return fees due to non-sufficient funds.21  If this estimate is correct, that means 
that an additional 84 million checks will be written in the next year for which there are not 
sufficient funds on deposit to cover the checks. That is 84 million checks beyond the number being 
written under the prior law when the drawer of the check could rely on float, or at least on more 
float. 

Businesses are not just the payees on checks. Businesses also serve as drawers of checks, and 
as such, the businesses will face the same dilemma as is faced by consumers. With the loss or 
reduction of float, checks will reach drawee banks sooner. If the business that issued the check is to 
avoid the expenses and the embarrassment of a dishonored check, that business must be certain 
that it has sufficient funds on deposit to cover the checks written. This means that more funds must 
be held in non-interest-bearing or low-interest-bearing checking accounts rather than moving those 
funds to other accounts that offer a greater return, or that the business must acquire some sort of 
overdraft protection or automatic fund transfer agreement with its bank to cover its checks. 

Consumers are expected to be the most adversely affected of the three groups. As stated 
above, the Consumers Union estimates that an additional seven million checks per month will 
result in either an overdraft or a dishonoring of the check due to non-sufficient funds. Many, if not 
most, of these checks are expected to be written by consumers, and each of the checks will 
probably result in service charges or fees being imposed on the consumer.  

The law will also make it more difficult to stop payment on an item simply because the item 
will be presented to the drawee bank sooner if the check was truncated. Since a bank must be given 
a reasonable time to react to a stop payment, and the time the check is outstanding prior to 
presentment will shorten, the time in which to issue a stop payment will be reduced, perhaps 
substantially. In addition, float, the time between when a check is issued and when it is presented 
at the bank, is expected to decrease from the current two to four days to one day or less.22 Some 

                                                 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Liz Pulliam Weston, supra note 13.  
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people claim that an overwhelming majority of checks already clear within one day,23 so that the 
alleged loss of float is not truly an issue. However, at least one survey conducted by First Data 
Telecheck showed that eight percent of respondents said they write checks “because they like the 
float.”24 It seems likely that many consumers will soon learn that writing a check is not an interest-
free short term loan with the loan’s “due date” being the date of presentment, which ends the float 
period for that particular check. And this lesson may be quite expensive, given standard returned 
check fees or overdraft fees at many banks of $30 or more. 

 
 

V.  LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHECK 21 
 

One of the major concerns of many consumers and consumer advocates is the possibility that 
a substitute check will be presented against a customer’s account after the item has already been 
paid, either by presentment of the original check, or of another substitute check, or of a digital 
image. While this is not expected to be a major problem, this concern is addressed by the warranty 
protections contained within the statute. 

Under the provisions of Check 21, any bank that transfers, presents, or returns a substitute 
check for consideration, whether in digital or paper form, gives warranties to the transferee. The 
bank warrants that the substitute check meets all the legal requirements to be deemed as the legal 
equivalent of the original check, and also warrants that no party will receive presentment or return 
of the substitute check, any other substitute check, or the original check in such a manner that the 
party will be asked to make any payments based on a check or substitute that the party has already 
previously paid.25  According to the statutory provisions the reconverting bank (the bank that 
reconverts a digital image into a substitute check) and each bank that subsequently handles the 
substitute check and received consideration for its handling or processing of the substitute check is 
required to indemnify the party or parties to the extent that it caused that party or parties to incur 
any losses caused by the receipt of a substitute check instead of the original paper check. If the 
losses are caused due to a breach of warranty the amount of the indemnity is the loss suffered, 
including costs and reasonable attorney’s fees, proximately caused by the breach of warranty. 
However, if the loss is not caused by a breach of warranty, the indemnification is limited to the 
loss suffered, up to the amount of the substitute check, plus interest and expenses. Expenses 
include reasonable attorney’s fees.26 The statute also provides that if the party suffering the loss 
contributed to the loss through his or her negligence or failure to act in good faith, his or her 
indemnification is to be reduced in proportion to his or her negligence or bad faith. Thus the 
warranty protections are limited through the application of a comparative negligence standard.27  

The statute also provides for the expedited recrediting of consumer accounts under the 
appropriate circumstances. If this expedited recrediting rule is to apply, the consumer must, in 
good faith, believe that his or her account has been improperly charged for a substitute check, and 
that the original check or a better copy of the substitute check is required in order to determine 
whether the consumer’s claim is valid. In order to exercise his or her rights under this rule the 
customer must notify the bank of his or her claim within forty days of the date the customer’s 
statement that includes the item in controversy is mailed or delivered, whichever is later.28 The 
bank must then investigate the customer’s allegation, and must recredit the customer’s account for 
the amount of the substitute check plus any related expenses, including interest if the account is an 
interest-earning account, by the end of the next business day after the bank verifies the validity of 
the customer’s claim.29 If the bank has not determined whether the claim is valid by the end of the 
                                                 
23 See, e.g., Bob Sullivan, supra, note 19, in which the spokesman for First Data’s Telecheck division claims 
that up to 95% of all checks clear in one day. 
24 Ibid. 
25 12 U.S.C. § 5004. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 12 U.S.C. § 5006 (a)(2). 
29 Ibid. (d) (1). 
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tenth business day following the customer’s claim, the bank must recredit the account for the lesser 
of the amount of the item in controversy or $2500, plus any interest accrued.30 And if the bank has 
not determined the validity of the claim by the end of forty-five calendar days, the bank must 
recredit the customer’s account for the balance of the item, plus interest, pending final resolution of 
the controversy.31  If the bank eventually discovers that the charge was appropriate, the bank is 
entitled to recover any amounts recredited, plus interest. 

There are certain conditions that must be satisfied before the expedited recrediting provisions 
apply. First, the person seeking such recrediting must be a consumer (a non-merchant) rather than a 
businessperson. Second, the claim must be based on the payment of a substitute check, as this is 
defined in the statute. It will not apply to an original check or to a digital image. Finally, the 
consumer must assert that a better copy of the substitute check, or even the original check itself, is 
necessary in order to determine whether the substitute check in issue was incorrectly charged to his 
or her account.  

There is also a provision for expedited recrediting for banks. A bank can make a claim for 
expediting recrediting to its account from an indemnifying bank if the claiming bank has received a 
claim from a consumer and has suffered a loss as a result of that consumer’s claim. As with a 
consumer, the bank seeking recrediting must assert that a better copy of the substitute check is 
needed in order to determine the validity of its claim. Upon receipt of this claim the indemnifying 
bank has ten business days to produce the original check or a better copy of the substitute check 
and either recredit the claiming bank for its losses plus interest or provide information to the 
claiming bank as to why the claim was deemed invalid.32 The indemnifying bank may request that 
the claim be in writing and that it includes a copy of the consumer’s written claim. 

As mentioned earlier, the statute provides that the regulations developed by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve Board in order to regulate all aspects of the check payment 
system will supersede any conflicting state statutes, including the UCC, in effect in any state. The 
statute itself establishes that a substitute check is the legal equivalent of the original paper check 
for which it was issued. A literal reading of this would indicate that a substitute check is a 
negotiable instrument since negotiability is one of the legal elements of a check. Assuming that a 
substitute check is a negotiable instrument, some of the parties in possession of a substitute check 
may possess the status of holder in due course, with the rights and protections afforded to an HDC. 
And these rights and protections of the HDC would seemingly be in addition to the rights and 
protections afforded by the statute and by such regulations as are enacted by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve Board. What these regulations are and how they will interact 
with other areas of law is not yet known, but the Board of Governors is expected to release its final 
regulations sometime in July of 2005.33 

 
 

 
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

 
Check 21 has the potential to revolutionize banking while continuing the evolution of 

commercial law.  Statutory changes have amended the definition of “writing” in a number of 
settings to include electronic communications as writings. For example, both the Uniform 
Electronic Transactions Act (UETA), proposed by the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws and adopted by a number of states, and the Electronic Signatures in Global 
and National Commerce Act34 (E-SIGN) recognize electronic communications such as emails or 
faxes as “writings.” Both of these statutes also recognize that an electronic writing can be “signed” 

                                                 
30 Ibid. (c) (2) (B) (i). 
31 Ibid. (c) (2) (B) (ii). 
32 12 U.S.C. § 5007. 
33 Check 21 Resource Center, American Bankers Association, Technology and Payments, at 
http://www.aba.com. (last visited September 9, 2004). 
34 15 U.S.C. § 7001 et seq. (9000). 
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electronically. But each of these statutes specifically excludes the legitimacy of electronic 
signatures on negotiable instruments. Check 21 does not change this, but it permits the truncation 
of a check into a digital image in order to speed the check clearing process, and it specifies that a 
substitute check is the legal equivalent of the original check. This seemingly grants negotiability to 
a writing that is not “signed” by the issuer of the writing, a step toward permitting electronic 
negotiable instruments. 

The use of checks is currently in decline,35 with various methods of electronic payment 
gaining wider acceptance by consumers and businesses. A number of businesses today scan checks 
provided to them by customers and convert the transaction from a payment by check into an 
electronic fund transfer, in effect making the transaction a debit card payment rather than a 
payment by check. Many consumers now make regular bill payments on line, either by 
arrangement with the parties being paid or through arrangements with their banks. These 
transactions virtually eliminate float and also eliminate the need to create and distribute paper 
checks, which would then need to be deposited, transported, and presented in the traditional 
manner.  

Check 21 will speed up the check clearing process, markedly for transactions in which a 
check is issued in one region and is to be presented in another region of the country. It will also 
lead to the imposition of charges for creating a substitute check after an original paper check has 
been truncated into a digital image. This, in turn, should cause more banks to make the transition to 
accepting and dealing with digital images sooner than they might otherwise have done. As more 
banks become involved in this method of processing checks, float will virtually disappear. 

Since Check 21 mandates that substitute checks are to be treated as the legal equivalent of 
traditional paper checks, substitute checks will be treated as negotiable instruments. This should 
cause the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws to consider revising 
Article 3 and 4 of the UCC to reflect the increasing use of digital images and substitute checks in 
the commercial world. 

This seemingly simple change to the law has the potential for a myriad of implications in the 
commercial world. The results will not be known for quite some time, but they will be significant 
for anyone who issues or accepts checks. 

                                                 
35 See, e.g., Cashing in on Retail Payments: What the Future Holds for Financial Institutions, An IBM Institute 
for Business Value executive brief, IBM Business Consulting, at http://www-
1.ibm.com/industries/financialservices/ doc/content/bin/ibv_fsretailpay_1.pdf, which concludes that check usage 
has declined 3% per year for the past five years (p. 4). (last visited March 21, 2005). Author retains copies. See 
also Knowledge@Wharton, New payment methods give old-fashioned checks and credit cards a run for their 
money, at http://searchcio.techtarget.com. (January 23, 2002) which cites a report from the Federal Reserve 
showing that Americans only write about 50 billion checks a year, not the 60 to 70 billion generally thought to 
be written. (last visited March 21, 2005). Author retains copies.  
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